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Abstract

With the recent success of deep neural networks, remark-

able progress has been achieved on face recognition. How-

ever, collecting large-scale real-world training data for face

recognition has turned out to be challenging, especially due

to the label noise and privacy issues. Meanwhile, existing

face recognition datasets are usually collected from web im-

ages, lacking detailed annotations on attributes (e.g., pose

and expression), so the influences of different attributes on

face recognition have been poorly investigated. In this pa-

per, we address the above-mentioned issues in face recog-

nition using synthetic face images, i.e., SynFace. Specifi-

cally, we first explore the performance gap between recent

state-of-the-art face recognition models trained with syn-

thetic and real face images. We then analyze the underlying

causes behind the performance gap, e.g., the poor intra-

class variations and the domain gap between synthetic and

real face images. Inspired by this, we devise the SynFace

with identity mixup (IM) and domain mixup (DM) to miti-

gate the above performance gap, demonstrating the great

potentials of synthetic data for face recognition. Further-

more, with the controllable face synthesis model, we can

easily manage different factors of synthetic face genera-

tion, including pose, expression, illumination, the number of

identities, and samples per identity. Therefore, we also per-

form a systematically empirical analysis on synthetic face

images to provide some insights on how to effectively utilize

synthetic data for face recognition.

1. Introduction

In the last few years, face recognition has achieved ex-

traordinary progress in a wide range of challenging prob-

lems including pose-robust face recognition [5, 24, 62],

matching faces across ages [15, 17, 55, 59], across modal-

ities [13, 14, 16, 30, 31], and occlusions [40, 48, 70].

*Equal contribution

Figure 1. Examples of real/synthetic face images. The first row

indicates real face images from CASIA-WebFace, and the sec-

ond row shows synthetic face images generated by DiscoFace-

GAN [11] with the proposed identity mixup module.

Among these progresses, not only the very deep neural

networks [22, 25, 29, 47] and sophisticated design of loss

functions [10, 23, 32, 56, 60], but also large-scale training

datasets [20, 26, 27] played important roles. However, it

has turned out to be very difficult to further boost the per-

formance of face recognition with the increasing number of

training images collected from the Internet, especially due

to the severe label noise and privacy issues [20, 54, 58]. For

example, several large-scale face recognition datasets are

struggling with the consent of all involved person/identities,

or even have to close the access of face data from the web-

site [20]. Meanwhile, many face training datasets also suf-

fer from the long-tailed problem, i.e., head classes with a

large number of samples and tail classes with a few number

of samples [34, 37, 71]. To utilize these datasets for face

recognition, people need to carefully design the network ar-

chitectures and/or loss functions to alleviate the degradation

on model generalizability brought by the long-tailed prob-

lem. Furthermore, the above-mentioned issues also make

it difficult for people to explore the influences of different

attributes (e.g., expression, pose and illumination).

To address the aforementioned issues, we explore the

potentials of synthetic images for face recognition in this

paper. Recently, face synthesis using GANs [18] and

3DMM [3] have received increasing attention from the

computer vision community, and existing methods usually
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focus on generating high-quality identity-preserving face

images [2, 46, 64]. Some synthetic and real face images

are demonstrated in Figure 1. However, the problem of face

recognition using synthetic face images has not been well-

investigated [28, 52]. Specifically, Trigueros et al. [52] in-

vestigated the feasibility of data augmentation with photo-

realistic synthetic images. Kortylewski et al. [28] further

explored the pose-varying synthetic images to reduce the

negative effects of dataset bias. Lately, disentangled face

generation has become popular [11], which can provide the

precise control of targeted face properties such as identity,

pose, expression, and illumination, thus making it possible

for us to systematically explore the impacts of facial prop-

erties on face recognition. Specifically, with a controllable

face synthesis model, we are then capable of 1) collecting

large-scale face images of non-existing identities without

the risk of privacy issues; 2) exploring the impacts of differ-

ent face dataset properties, such as the depth (the number of

samples per identity) and the width (the number of identi-

ties); 3) analyzing the influences of different facial attributes

(e.g., expression, pose, and illumination).

However, there is usually a significant performance gap

between the models trained on synthetic and real face

datasets. Through the empirical analysis, we find that 1)

the poor intra-class variations in synthetic face images and

2) the domain gap between synthetic and real face datasets

are the main reasons of the performance degradation. To

address the above issues, we introduce identity mixup (IM)

into the disentangled face generator to enlarge the intra-

class variations of generated face images. Specifically, we

use a convex combination of the coefficients from two dif-

ferent identities to form a new intermediate identity coeffi-

cient for synthetic face generation. Experimental results in

Sec. 4 show that the identity mixup significantly improves

the performance of the model trained on synthetic face im-

ages. Furthermore, we observe a significant domain gap

via cross-domain evaluation: 1) training on synthetic face

images and testing on real face images; 2) training on real

face images and testing on synthetic face images (see more

details in Sec. 3.2). Therefore, we further introduce the do-

main mixup (DM) to alleviate the domain gap, i.e., by us-

ing a convex combination of images from a large-scale syn-

thetic dataset and a relatively small number of real face im-

ages during training. With the proposed identity mixup and

domain mixup, we achieve a significant improvement over

the vanilla SynFace, further pushing the boundary of face

recognition performance using synthetic data. The main

contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We observe a performance gap between the models

trained on real and synthetic face images, which can

be effectively narrowed by 1) enlarging the intra-class

variations via identity mixup; 2) leveraging a few real

face images for domain adaption via domain mixup.

• We discuss the impacts of synthetic datasets with dif-

ferent properties for face recognition, e.g., depth (the

number of samples per identity) and width (the number

of identities), and reveal that the width plays a more

important role.

• We analyze the influences of different facial attributes

on face recognition (e.g., facial pose, expression, and

illumination).

2. Related Work

We first briefly introduce visual tasks using synthetic

data. Then recent face synthesis and recognition methods

are reviewed. Lastly, we discuss the mixup and its variants

to indicate their similarities/differences with the proposed

identity mixup and domain mixup.

Synthetic Data. Synthetic data for computer vision

tasks has been widely explored, e.g., crowd counting [57],

vehicle re-identification [51], semantic segmentation [6,

43, 44], 3D face reconstruction [42] and face recogni-

tion [28, 52]. According to the motivation, existing meth-

ods can be categorized into three groups: (1) It is time-

consuming and expensive to collect and annotate large-scale

training data [6, 42, 43, 44]; (2) It can be used to further im-

prove the model trained on a real dataset [28, 52]; (3) It can

be used to systematically analyze the impacts of different

dataset attributes [28]. Among these works, [28] is the most

related one to our work, while it only discusses the impacts

of different head poses. Apart from facial attributes (e.g.,

pose, expression, and illumination), we also explore the im-

pacts of the width and the depth of training dataset. Further-

more, we introduce identity mixup (IM) and domain mixup

(DM) to increase the intra-class variations and narrow down

the domain gap, leading to a significant improvement.

Face Synthesis. With the great success of GANs [1, 7,

18, 35, 36, 39, 41], face synthesis has received increasing

attention and several methods have been proposed to gen-

erate identity-preserving face images [2, 46, 64]. Specif-

ically, FF-GAN [64] utilizes 3D priors (e.g., 3DMM [3])

for high-quality face frontalization. Bao et al. [2] first

disentangled identity/attributes from the face image, and

then recombined different identities/attributes for identity-

preserving face synthesis. FaceID-GAN [46] aims to gen-

erate identity-preserving faces by using a classifier (C) as

the third player, competing with the generator (G) and co-

operating with the discriminator (D). However, unlike ex-

ploring the identity-preserving property, generating face im-

ages from multiple disentangled latent spaces (i.e., differ-

ent facial attributes) have not been well-investigated. Re-

cently, DiscoFaceGAN [11] introduces a novel disentangled

learning scheme for face image generation via an imitative-

contrastive paradigm using 3D priors. Thus, it further en-

ables precise control of targeted face properties such as un-
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Figure 2. An overview of the proposed SynFace. Firstly, the identity mixup is introduced into DiscoFaceGAN [11] to form the Mixup

Face Generator, which can generate face images with different identities and their intermediate states. Next, the synthetic face images are

cooperating with a few real face images via domain mixup to alleviate the domain gap. Then, the feature extractor takes the mixed face

images as input and extracts the corresponding features. The extracted features are either utilized to calculate the margin-based softmax

loss (where W1,W2 are the center weight vectors for two different classes and x is the feature vector) for model training, or employed as

the face representations to perform face identification and verification tasks.

known identities, pose, expression, and illumination, yield-

ing the flexible and high-quality face image generation.

Deep Face Recognition. Recent face recognition meth-

ods mainly focus on delivering novel loss functions for

robust face recognition in the wild. The main idea is to

maximize the inter-class variations and minimize the intra-

class variations. For example, 1) contrastive loss [8, 21]

and triplet loss [23, 65] are usually utilized to increase the

Euclidean margin for better feature embedding; 2) center

loss [60] aims to learn a center for each identity and then

minimizes the center-aware intra-class variations; 3) Large-

margin softmax loss [32, 33] and its variants such as Cos-

Face [56] and ArcFace [10] improve the feature discrimina-

tion by adding marginal constraints to each identity.

Mixup. Mixup [67] uses the convex combinations of

two data samples as a new sample for training, regulariz-

ing deep neural networks to favor a simple linear behav-

ior in-between training samples. Vanilla mixup is usually

employed on image pixels, while the generated data sam-

ples are not consistent with the real images, e.g., a mixup

of two face images in the pixel level does not always form

a proper new face image. Inspired by this, we introduce

identity mixup to face generator via the identity coefficients,

where a convex combination of two identities forms a new

identity in the disentangled latent space. With the proposed

identity mixup, we are also able to generate high-fidelity

face images correspondingly. Recently, several mixup vari-

ants have been proposed to perform feature-level interpola-

tion [19, 49, 50, 53], while [61] further leverages domain

mixup to perform adversarial domain adaptation. Inspired

by this, we perform domain adaption via domain mixup be-

tween real and synthetic face images, while the main dif-

ference is that [61] uses the mixup ratio to guide the model

training, but we utilize the identity labels of both synthetic

and real face images as the supervision for face recognition.

3. Method

In this section, we introduce face recognition with syn-

thetic data, i.e., SynFace, and the overall pipeline is illus-

trated in Figure 2. We first introduce deep face recognition

using margin-based softmax loss functions. We then ex-

plore the performance gap between the models trained on

synthetic and real datasets (SynFace and RealFace). Lastly,

we introduce 1) identity mixup to enlarge the intra-class

variations and 2) domain mixup to mitigate the domain gap

between synthetic and real faces images.

3.1. Deep Face Recognition

With the great success of deep neural networks, deep

learning-based embedding learning has become the main-

stream technology for face recognition to maximize the

inter-class variations and minimize the intra-class varia-

tions [8, 21, 23, 33]. Recently, margin-based softmax loss

functions have been very popular in face recognition due to

their simplicity and excellent performance, which explic-

itly explore the margin penalty between inter- and intra-

class variations via a reformulation of softmax-based loss

function [10, 32, 56, 66]. Similar to [10], we use a unified

formulation for margin-based softmax loss functions as fol-

lows:

Lmargin = −
1

N

N∑

i=1

log
es·δ

es·δ +
∑n

j ̸=yi
es cos θj

, (1)

where δ = cos(m1θyi
+ m2) − m3, m1,2,3 are margins,

N is the number of training samples, θj indicates the angle

between the weight Wj and the feature xi, yi represents the

ground-truth class, and s is the scale factor. Specifically,

for SphereFace [32], ArcFace [10] and CosFace [56], we

have the coefficients (m1, 0, 0), (0,m2, 0), and (0, 0,m3),
respectively, and we use ArcFace [10] as our baseline.
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3.2. SynFace vs. RealFace

Method Training Dataset LFW Syn-LFW

RealFace CASIA-WebFace 99.18 98.85

SynFace Syn 10K 50 88.98 99.98

Table 1. The cross-domain evaluation of SynFace and RealFace

using the metric of face verification accuracy (%).

To explore the performance gap between SynFace and

RealFace, as well as the underlying causes, we perform

experiments on real-world face datasets and synthetic face

datasets generated by DiscoFaceGAN [11]. Specifically, for

real-world face datasets, we use CASIA-WebFace [63] for

training and LFW [26] for testing. For the fair compari-

son, we generate the synthetic version of the LFW dataset,

Syn-LFW, using the same parameters (the number of sam-

ples, the number of identities, distributions of expression,

pose, and illumination). For synthetic training data, we gen-

erate 10K different identities with 50 samples per identity

to form a comparable training dataset to CASIA-WebFace

(containing 494,414 images from 10,575 subjects) and we

refer to it as Syn 10K 50. More details of synthetic dataset

construction can be found in Sec. 4.1. With both synthetic

and real face images, we then perform the cross-domain

evaluation as follows. We train two face recognition mod-

els on CASIA-WebFace and Syn 10K 50, and test them on

LFW and Syn-LFW, respectively. As shown in Table 1,

there is a clear performance gap (88.98% vs. 99.18%) when

testing on LFW, while SynFace outperforms RealFace on

Syn-LFW (99.98% vs. 98.85%). These observations sug-

gest that the domain gap between synthetic and real face

images contributes to the performance gap between Syn-

Face and RealFace.

We compare the face images between Syn 10K 50 and

CASIA-WebFace, and find that the synthetic face images

usually lack the intra-class variations, which may be one of

the reasons for the performance degradation (please refer to

the supplementary materials for more illuminations). Fur-

thermore, we also visualize the distributions of feature em-

beddings by using multidimensional scaling (MDS [4]) to

convert the 512-dimensional feature vector into 2D space.

As shown in Figure 3, we randomly select 50 samples from

two different classes of Syn 10K 50 and CASIA-WebFace,

respectively. In particular, we observe that the cyan tri-

angles have a much more compact distribution than the

green pentagons, suggesting the poor intra-class variations

in Syn 10K 50.

3.3. SynFace with Identity Mixup

To increase the intra-class variations of synthetic face

images, we incorporate the identity mixup into DiscoFace-

GAN [11] to form a new face generator for face recognition,

Real
Syn1_88.75
Syn2_89.47
Syn3_90.95

Figure 3. Visualization of the feature distributions (using MDS [4])

for the samples from three different synthetic datasets (Syn1, Syn2

and Syn3) and CASIA-WebFace, which are illustrated by the cyan

triangles, blue square, red circle and green pentagon, respectively.

Note that the intra-class variations of Syn1, Syn2 and Syn3 are

increasing, which lead to the consistent improvements on accuracy

(88.75% → 89.47% → 90.95%). Best viewed in color.

i.e., the Mixup Face Generator, which is capable of generat-

ing different identities and their intermediate states. In this

subsection, we first briefly discuss the mechanism of Dis-

coFaceGAN, and we then introduce how to incorporate the

proposed identity mixup into the face generator.

Face Generator. DiscoFaceGAN [11] can provide the

disentangled, precisely-controllable latent representations

for the identity of non-existing people, expression, pose,

and illumination to generated face images. Specifically,

it generates realistic face images x from random noise z,

which consists of five independent variables zi ∈ R
Ni and

each of them follows a standard normal distribution. The

above five independent variables indicate independent fac-

tors for face generation: identity, expression, illumination,

pose, and random noise accounting for other properties such

as the background. Let λ
.
= [α, β, γ, θ] denote the latent

factors, where α, β, γ and θ indicate the identity, expres-

sion, illumination, and pose coefficient, respectively. Four

simple VAEs [9] ofα, β, γ and θ are then trained for z-space

to λ-space mapping, which enables training the generator to

imitate the rendered faces from 3DMM [3]. The pipeline of

generating a face image is to 1) first randomly sample la-

tent variables from the standard normal distribution, 2) then

feed them into the trained VAEs to obtain α, β, γ and θ coef-

ficients, and 3) the corresponding face image is synthesized

by the generator using these coefficients.

Identity Mixup (IM). Inspired by the reenactment of

face images [68], we propose to enlarge the intra-class vari-

ations by interpolating two different identities as a new in-

termediate one with changing the label correspondingly.

Recalling that the coefficient α controls the identity char-

acteristic, we thus interpolate two different identity coeffi-
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Figure 4. Examples of an identity gradually and smoothly varying

to another identity as the weighted ratio ϕ varies from 0 to 1.

cients to generate a new intermediate identity coefficient.

Mathematically, it can be formulated as follows:

α = ϕ · α1 + (1− ϕ) · α2,

η = ϕ · η1 + (1− ϕ) · η2,
(2)

where α1, α2 are two random identity coefficients from λ-

space, and η1, η2 are the corresponding class labels. Note

that the weighted ratio ϕ is randomly sampled from the

linear space which varies from 0.0 to 1.0 with interval be-

ing 0.05 (i.e., np.linspace(0.0, 1.0, 21)). Comparing to the

vanilla mixup [67] which is employed at the pixel level, the

proposed mixup is operating on the identity coefficient la-

tent space, denoted as identity mixup (IM), which enlarges

the intra-class variations by linearly interpolating different

identities, forming the Mixup Face Generator. However,

both of them can regularize the model to favor the simple

linear behavior in-between training samples.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the pipeline of Mixup Face

Generator is first randomly sampling two different identity

latent variables from the standard normal distribution, and

then feeding them to the trained VAEs to obtain α1, α2 co-

efficients. The mixed identity coefficient α is obtained by

identity mixup with α1, α2 according to Eq. (2), the corre-

sponding face image is finally synthesized by the genera-

tor with α, µ coefficients (where µ
.
= [β, γ, θ]). We also

visualize two groups of identity interpolation with identity

mixup in Figure 4. As we can see, one identity gradually

and smoothly transforms to another identity as the weighted

ratio ϕ varies from 0 to 1. Besides, from Figure 4, it is obvi-

ous that the face images generated with intermediate iden-

tity coefficients are also high-quality.

To evaluate the identity mixup for enlarging the intra-

class variations, as illustrated in Figure 3, we visualize the

feature embedding distributions of the same class in three

98.85%
98.27%

96.85%

93.83%

87.83%

100.00%
99.98% 99.98% 99.77%

97.30%

86.00%

88.00%

90.00%

92.00%

94.00%

96.00%

98.00%

100.00%

Syn-LFW Syn-LFW-0.9 Syn-LFW-0.8 Syn-LFW-0.7 Syn-LFW-0.6

RealFace SynFace_IM

Figure 5. Face verification accuracy comparison between RealFace

and SynFace IM (i.e., SynFace with Identity Mixup) on five differ-

ent synthetic testing datasets. Syn-LFW is the synthetic version of

the LFW dataset, while Syn-LFW-R (with R ∈ [0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9])
indicates introducing identity mixup with ratio R into Syn-LFW.

synthetic datasets (containing 5K different identities with

50 samples per identity) with different levels of identity

mixup (IM) by using multidimensional scaling (MDS [4]).

Note that Syn1, Syn2 and Syn3 represent the weighted ra-

tio ϕ is 1.0 (i.e., no IM), 0.8 and randomly sampled from

the linear space which varies from 0.6 to 1.0 with the inter-

val being 0.05 (i.e., np.linspace(0.6, 1.0, 11)). It is clear

that the cyan triangles (Syn1) have the smallest variations

, while the red circles (Syn3) have the largest one and the

blue squares (Syn2) are in the middle position. Accord-

ingly, the accuracy is in an increasing trend (i.e., 88.75% →

89.47% → 90.95%). Besides, 88.98% (as in Table 1) is

boosted to 91.97% (as in Table 2) after utilizing identity

mixup. In particular, when the baseline is weaker, the im-

provement brought by identity mixup is larger, which are

shown in Table 3 and Figure 7.

In addition to utilizing identity mixup in the training pro-

cess, we also make an attempt of employing identity mixup

on the synthetic testing dataset to evaluate the model’s ro-

bustness on the identity coefficient noises. Specifically,

both RealFace (trained on CASIA-WebFace) and Syn-

Face IM (trained on Syn 10K 50 with identity mixup) are

evaluated on five different synthetic testing datasets, as il-

lustrated in Figure 5. Note that Syn-LFW is the synthetic

version of the LFW dataset, while Syn-LFW-R (with R ∈

[0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9]) indicates employing the identity mixup

with the weighted ratio R during the generation of Syn-

LFW. Specifically, we mix the primary class with a random

secondary class using the ratio R according to Eq. (2), but

we keep the original label unchanged. Apparently, when R

is smaller (i.e., the weight of the primary class is smaller),

the corresponding testing dataset is more difficult to recog-

nize because the secondary class impacts the identity infor-

mation more heavily.

From the results of Figure 5, we can find that our Syn-

Face IM achieves nearly perfect accuracy when R is larger

than 0.6, and also obtains an impressive 97.30% result
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which remarkably outperforms the 87.83% accuracy by Re-

alFace when R is 0.6. On the other hand, the accuracy of

RealFace drops significantly on Syn-LFW-R when R be-

comes small, which suggests that the domain gap between

real and synthetic face data is still large even after employ-

ing the identity mixup. Another interesting conclusion is

that the current state-of-the-art face recognition model (i.e.,

RealFace) cannot handle the identity mixup attack. In other

words, if a face image is mixup with another identity, the

model cannot recognize it well. However, the proposed

SynFace with identity mixup can nearly keep the accuracy

under the identity mixup attack. We prefer to explore how

to make the RealFace handle such an attack in future work.

3.4. SynFace with Domain Mixup

The lack of intra-class variation is an observable cause of

the domain gap between synthetic and real faces, and Syn-

Face can be significantly improved by the proposed iden-

tity mixup. To further narrow the performance gap between

SynFace and RealFace, we introduce the domain mixup as

a general domain adaptation method to alleviate the domain

gap for face recognition. Specifically, we utilize large-scale

synthetic face images with a small number of real-world

face images with labels as the training data. When training,

we perform mixup within a mini-batch of synthetic images

and a mini-batch of real images, where the labels changed

accordingly as the supervision. Mathematically, the domain

mixup can be formulated as follows:

X = ψ ·XS + (1− ψ) ·XR,

Y = ψ · YS + (1− ψ) · YR,
(3)

where XS , XR indicate the synthetic and real face images,

respectively, and YS , YR indicate their corresponding la-

bels. Note that ψ is the mixup ratio which is randomly sam-

pled from the linear space distribution from 0.0 to 1.0 with

the interval being 0.05 (i.e., np.linspace(0.0, 1.0, 21)).
For the large-scale synthetic data, we synthesize the

Syn 10K 50 dataset that has 10K different identities with

50 samples per identity. For a small set of real-world data,

we utilize the first 2K identities of CASIA-WebFace. The

experimental results are shown in Table 2. Specifically,

the first row, Syn 10K 50, indicating the baseline method

without using any real face images, achieves the accuracy

91.97% using identity mixup. “Real N S” means the use of

only real images, N identities with S samples per identity

during training, while “Mix N S” indicates a mixture of N

real identities with S samples per identity with Syn 10K 50

during training. Both identity mixup and domain mixup are

employed on all the ‘Mix N S” datasets. As demonstrated

in Table 2, domain mixup brings a significant and consis-

tent improvement over the baseline methods under differ-

ent settings. For example, Mix 2K 10 obtains 95.78% ac-

curacy, which significantly surpasses 91.97% achieved by

Method R ID Samples per R ID Accuracy

Syn 10K 50 0 0 91.97

Real 1K 10 1K 10 87.50

Mix 1K 10 1K 10 92.28

Real 1K 20 1K 20 92.53

Mix 1K 20 1K 20 95.05

Real 2K 10 2K 10 91.22

Mix 2K 10 2K 10 95.78

Table 2. Face verification accuracies (%) of models trained on syn-

thetic, real and mixed datasets on LFW. R ID means the number

of real identities.

Syn 10K 50 and 91.22% achieved by Real 2K 10. We con-

jecture that mixup with the real images can bring the real-

world appearance attributes (e.g., blur and illumination) to

synthetic images, which alleviate the domain gap. If we

continue to increase the number of real images for training,

e.g., Mix 2K 20, the performance can be further boosted

from 95.78% to 97.65%.

4. Experiments

With the introduced Mixup Face Generator, we are able

to generate large-scale face images with controllable facial

attributes, including the identity, pose, expression, illumi-

nation, and other dataset characteristics such as the depth

and the width. In this section, we perform empirical analy-

sis using synthetic face images. Specifically, we first intro-

duce the datasets (Sec. 4.1) and the implementation details

(Sec. 4.2). Then the long-tailed problem is mitigated by

employing the balanced synthetic face dataset and identity

mixup (Sec. 4.3). Lastly, we analyze the impacts of depth,

width (Sec. 4.4), and different facial attributes (Sec. 4.5).

4.1. Datasets

Real Datasets. We employ the CASIA-WebFace [63]

and LFW [26] for training and testing, respectively. The

CASIA-WebFace dataset contains around 500,000 web im-

ages, i.e., 494,414 images from 10,575 subjects. The LFW

dataset is a widely-used benchmark for face verification,

which contains 13,233 face images from 5,749 identities.

Following the protocol in [10], we report the verification

accuracy on 6,000 testing image pairs.

Synthetic Datasets. We first generate a synthetic ver-

sion of LFW, in which all synthetic face images share the

same properties with LFW images, e.g., expression, illumi-

nation, and pose. Specifically, for each image in LFW, we

first use the 3D face reconstruction network in [12] to obtain

the attribute coefficients µ
.
= [β, γ, θ], which indicate the

expression, illumination and pose coefficient, respectively.

We then adopt the DiscoFaceGAN [11] to generate the face

images according to these attribute coefficients with a ran-

dom identity coefficient. Finally, we obtain a new dataset
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Figure 6. Face verification accuracies (%) on LFW using the

training datasets with decreasing imbalance, i.e., “2K UB1”,

“2K UB2”, and “2K 50”, where we assign N defined in Eq.(4) as

[2, 2, 6, 40, 200], [4, 16, 30, 80, 120], and [50, 50, 50, 50, 50], re-

spectively. w/ IM and w/o IM indicate whether identity mixup

(IM) is used during training.

and refer to it as Syn-LFW, which has the same statistics

as LFW with unknown identities (non-existing people). For

synthetic training dataset (e.g., Syn 10K 50), we construct

it by randomly sampling latent variables from the standard

normal distribution for identity, expression, pose and illu-

mination coefficients, respectively, which leads to the same

person with different expressions, poses and illuminations

in the same class. Note that the identities of Syn-LFW do

not have the overlap with any synthetic training datasets.

4.2. Implementation Details

We use the MTCNN [69] to detect face bounding boxes

and five facial landmarks (two eyes, nose and two mouth

corners). All face images are then cropped, aligned (simi-

larity transformation), and resized to 112 × 96 pixel as il-

lustrated in Figure 1. Similar to [10, 56], we normalize the

pixel values (in [0, 255]) in RGB images to [−1.0, 1.0] for

training and testing. To balance the trade-off between the

performance and computational complexity, we adopt the

variant of ResNet [22], LResNet50E-IR, as our backbone

framework, which is devised in ArcFace [10]. All mod-

els are implemented with PyTorch [38] and trained from

scratch using Eight NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs. We use the

additive angular margin loss defined in Eq. (1), i.e., with

(m1,m2,m3) = (0, 0.5, 0) and s = 30. If not mentioned,

we always set the batch size to 512. We use SGD with a

momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0005. The learn-

ing rate starts from 0.1, and is divided by 10 at the 24, 30

and 36 epochs, with 40 epochs in total.

4.3. Longtailed Face Recognition

Experimental Setup. To explore the long-tailed prob-

lem, we construct multiple synthetic datasets with the pur-

pose that each dataset has the same number of identities

(2K) and total images (100K) but different degrees of un-

balance. Face images are generated using the equation:

N = [N1, N2, N3, N4, N5],

ID = [400, 400, 400, 400, 400],
(4)

where ID indicates the number of identities in each of

the five groups, and N means the number of samples of

the five groups. For example, if N = [30, 40, 50, 60, 70],
the corresponding synthetic dataset has 400 identities with

30 samples per identity, and the rest 1600 identities with

40, 50, 60, 70 samples per identity, respectively. We con-

struct three different synthetic datasets by assigningN to be

[2, 2, 6, 40, 200], [4, 16, 30, 80, 120] and [50, 50, 50, 50, 50],
which are denoted as “2K UB1”, “2K UB2” and “2K 50”,

respectively. The detailed construction process can be

found in Sec. 4.1. Note that all the three datasets have aver-

age 50 samples per identity, while the first two have unbal-

anced distributions with the standard deviations 76.35 and

43.52, and the last one is the perfectly balanced dataset.

Empirical Analysis. We train face recognition models

on the above three different synthetic datasets and the exper-

imental results are illustrated in Figure 6. We see that the

model trained on the “2K UB1” achieves the worst perfor-

mance (83.80%), suggesting that the long-tailed problem or

the unbalanced distribution leads to the degradation of the

model performance. Comparing with the models trained

on “2K UB1” and “2K UB2”, we discover that decreas-

ing the degree of unbalance leads to the improvement on

the performance. Finally, when the model is trained on

“2K 50”, i.e., the perfectly balanced dataset, the accuracy

is significantly improved to 86.18%. Therefore, with bal-

anced synthetic data, the long-tailed problem can be intrin-

sically avoided. Besides, introducing the identity mixup for

training can consistently and significantly improve the per-

formance over all the settings.

4.4. Effectiveness of “Depth” and “Width”

Experimental Setup. We synthesize multiple face

datasets with different width (the number of identities) and

depth (the number of samples per identity). Let “N S” de-

note the synthetic dataset containing N identities with S

samples per identity, e.g., 1K 50 indicates the dataset hav-

ing 1K different identities and 50 samples per identity. Ob-

viously, N and S represent the dataset’s width and depth.

The details of dataset construction can be found in Sec. 4.1.

Empirical Analysis. We train the same face recogni-

tion model on these synthetic datasets, and the experimen-

tal results (both w/wo identity mixup) are shown in Table 3.

Firstly, we analyze the influence of the width of the dataset

by comparing the results of (a), (b), (c), (i). From (a)
to (c), we see that the accuracy dramatically increases from

83.85% to 88.75%. However, the improvement is marginal

from (c) to (i), which implies that the synthetic data may

suffer from the lack of inter-class variations. Observing the
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Method ID Samples LFW LFW(w/ IM)

(a) 1K 50 1K 50 83.85 87.53

(b) 2K 50 2K 50 86.18 89.28

(c) 5K 50 5K 50 88.75 90.95

(d) 10K 2 10K 2 78.85 80.30

(e) 10K 5 10K 5 88.22 88.32

(f) 10K 10 10K 10 89.48 90.28

(g) 10K 20 10K 20 89.90 90.87

(h) 10K 30 10K 30 89.73 91.17

(i) 10K 50 10K 50 88.98 91.97

Table 3. Face verification accuracies (%) on LFW [63]. “N S” im-

plies that the corresponding dataset has N identities with S sam-

ples per identity, i.e., N and S indicate the width and depth. LFW

(w/ IM) means employing the identity mixup (IM) for training.

results of (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i), we conclude that

the accuracy significantly increases with the increasing of

dataset depth, but it is quickly saturated when the depth

is larger than 20, which is in line with the observation on

real data made by Schroff et al. [45]. Lastly, we see that

(a) and (e) have the same number of total images (50K),

while (a) outperforms (e) with a large margin, i.e., 4.37%,

which reveals that the dataset width plays as the more im-

portant role than the dataset depth in term of the final face

recognition accuracy. Similar observation can be found by

comparing (b) and (f). Importantly, employing the iden-

tity mixup (IM) for training consistently improves the per-

formance over all the datasets, which confirms the effec-

tiveness of IM. The best accuracy 91.97% brought by IM

significantly outperforms the original 88.98%.

4.5. Impacts of Different Facial Attributes

Experimental Setup. We explore the impacts of dif-

ferent facial attributes for face recognition (i.e., expression,

pose and illumination) by controlling face generation pro-

cess. We construct four synthetic datasets that have 5K
identities and 50 samples per identity. The difference be-

tween the four datasets is the distribution of different fa-

cial attributes. Specifically, the first dataset is referred to as

“Non”, since it fixes all the facial attributes. The rest three

datasets are referred to as “Expression”, “Pose”, and “Illu-

mination”, respectively, which indicates the only changed

attribute while keeping other attributes unchanged.

Empirical Analysis. As shown in Figure 7, “Non” and

“Expression” achieve the worst two performances 74.55%
and 73.72%. Specifically, we find that “Expression” is lim-

ited to poor diversity, i.e., the generated face images mainly

have the expression of “smiling” (see more demo images

in the supplementary materials). Hence, there is basically

only one valid sample per identity for ”Non” and ”Expres-

sion”, causing the poor performances. Experimental results

on “Pose” and “Illumination” demonstrate significant im-

74.55%
73.72%

79.38%

85.67%

90.05%
89.18%

90.22% 90.45%

70.00%

75.00%

80.00%

85.00%

90.00%

Non Expression Pose Illumination

w/o IM w/ IM

Figure 7. Face verification accuracies (%) on LFW using the train-

ing datasets with variations in different facial attributes. Specif-

ically, “Expression”, “Pose”, and “Illumination” indicate that we

separately introduce variations in expression, pose, and illumina-

tion while keeping the other attributes unchanged. w/ IM and w/o

IM indicate whether identity mixup (IM) is used during training.

provements over “Non”, possibly due to their more diverse

distributions and the testing dataset (i.e., LFW) also has

similar pose and illumination. Lastly, we find that all of four

settings are significantly improved with the proposed iden-

tity mixup, especially for “Non”. A possible reason is that

identity mixup can be regarded as a strong data augmenta-

tion method for face recognition, reducing the influences of

different facial attributes on the final recognition accuracy.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the potentials of synthetic data

for face recognition, i.e., SynFace. We performed a sys-

tematically empirical analysis and provided novel insights

on how to efficiently utilize synthetic face images for face

recognition: 1) enlarging the intra-class variations of syn-

thetic data consistently improves the performance, which

can be achieved by the proposed identity mixup; 2) both

the depth and width of the training synthetic dataset have

significant influences on the performance, while the satu-

ration first appears on the depth dimension, i.e., increasing

the number of identities (width) is more important; 3) the

impacts of different attributes vary from pose, illumination

and expression, i.e., changing pose and illumination brings

significant improvements, while generated face images suf-

fer from a poor diversity on expression; 4) a small subset of

real-world face images can greatly boost the performance

of SynFace via the proposed domain mixup.
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